
 
StyleMeRomy Case Study 

 
With a passion for creativity and a stylish vision for the future of fashion, Sydney-based creative 
director and stylist, Romy Frydman, has continuously been a force to reckon with in the stylescape.  
 
She is a mother of a five-year-old son and a wife to photographer, Patrick Mcgreal. She is the 
experienced voice at fashion events and behind brand collaborations. She is the visionary and creative 
mind behind StyleMeRomy.com, a visual diary and digital lens into the fashion industry through her 
eyes. She is the facilitator of a constantly growing dialogue about the world of fashion. 
 
Romy wears many hats and wears them well. 
 
With StyleMeRomy thriving in the digital space as a curator of exclusive fashion moments and fresh 
insight into the fashion industry, Romy’s presence has not gone unnoticed by the fashion elite. In 
fact, the expansion of her brand and success of her work in the digital realm has led to the creation 
and distribution of StyleMeRomy printed pieces at international events – magazines that immerse 
readers into the world of Romy and showcase intimate moments with current ‘it’ girls.  
 
It is no surprise that Paper Stone Scissors seized the opportunity to play a part in bringing Romy’s 
vision of StyleMeRomy in print to life. By curating the magazine’s design, image creation, and print 
production for the advertising campaign, Paper Stone Scissors took part in a creative collaboration 
that celebrates Romy’s effortless, uncomplicated cool and artistic prowess.  
 
Whether it be editorial stylist, fashion blogger, photographer, mother, or visionary - Romy shows 
that a woman can do it all. As she continues to pave and style her own path in the fashion world, one 
can follow suit by looking out for her StyleMeRomy blog as well as its printed edition. However, one 
does not have to look very far to pave one’s own path in the fashion realm. As Romy’s favorite Diana 
Vreeland quote goes, “The only real elegance is in the mind; if you've got that, the rest really comes 
from it.” 
 
 
 
 
 


